The Spiritual Lifting
In the mid 1990’s Darrin was part of a channeling group called “The Council” in
Little Rock Arkansas. At that time the council was able to receive some incredible
channeled prayers and healing formulas. The Lifting was one of the main
channeled prayers given to the group. Darrin has used various versions of this
prayer for years. His spirit guides have updated the Lifting as of June 2022.
The lifting has many uses, but its ultimate use is to redeem souls to God by sending
them into the Light. By calling upon Jesus Christ and certain members of God’s
Spirit Community, we are given the opportunity to get spirits, entities (both
demonic and negative), and negative energies into the Light and back to God. By
doing the Lifting, you are doing redemption work and you too are a redeemer.
This prayer is to be used daily. With people who are sensitive and/or mediumistic,
it will need to be said more often (as spirits, entities, and energies are encountered).
In addition, if you experience any of the following symptoms of spirit possession,
you should say the Lifting as soon as possible: hearing voices or intruding, unusual
thoughts; receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia or multiple personality disorder
(mental illness does exist, but spirit possession can be misdiagnosed as these
conditions); suicidal tendencies; compulsive behaviors, phobias, or anxiety attacks,
fatigue; unexplained pain, illness, or allergy; or a noticeable change in personality.
Certain situations make you more vulnerable to spirit possession, including, but
not limited to: using drugs or alcohol; experiencing acute physical or emotional
trauma; undergoing anesthesia; going to/working in funeral homes, hospitals, or
cemeteries; being present at the scene of a fatal accident, even after the accident has
been cleaned up; grieving excessively over the death of a loved one; experiencing
emotional excess or instability; possessing mediumistic abilities; attending a séance or
using questionable “games” such as Ouija boards, dungeons and dragons, role playing
games, violent/occult themed video games, participating in cultist activities,
practicing black magic, certain types of hoodoo/voodoo, dark witchcraft, spellcasting,
fanaticism, or obsessions. Also, excessive channeling practices, compulsive hypnosis
sessions and certain “quantum healing” techniques can open doors to negative
entity possession.
You can use the Lifting on yourself, anyone 13 and over that gives you permission
to pray for them, and anyone under the age of 13 with parental permission. If you
use this prayer for anyone other than yourself, you must state their full name and
address (including city and state) and “their family, pets, home, property, and all
that they have domain over” in place of where you say “myself, my family, my pets,
my house and property and all I have domain over”. You cannot perpetually say
the lifting for someone else because they must take responsibility for themselves;
after about 3 months of you saying it for them, it will stop being effective.
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I now ask the Band of Mercy to please remove all lost souls, unclean spirits,
negative thought forms, jumpers, elementals, unnamed energies, and influences
that may be attached, affecting, or manipulating myself, my mate, my family, my
pets, my house(s), and properties, and all that I have domain over. Please place
them in the appropriate protected sanctuary or do whatever you deem necessary.
I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through the Power of the Holy Spirit and
I thank thee.
I now ask the Cyber-Matrix Band of Mercy to please remove all negative and
malicious entities, energies, A.I. influences, programs, and viruses that may be
attached, affecting, or manipulating all mobile devices, phones, computers, game
systems, televisions and all internet pathways associated with myself, my mate,
my family, my pets, my house(s), and properties, and all that I have domain over.
Please place them in the appropriate protected sanctuary or do whatever you
deem necessary. I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through the Power of the
Holy spirit and I thank thee.
I now ask the E.T. Band of Mercy as well as the Inter-Dimensional/Dimensional
Band of Mercy to please remove all negative entities, energies, implants, and
influences that may be attached, affecting, programing, controlling, influencing,
or manipulating myself, my mate, my family, my pets, my house(s), and properties,
and all that I have domain over. Please place them in the appropriate protected
sanctuary or do whatever you deem necessary. I ask this in the Name of Jesus
Christ and through the Power of the Holy spirit and I thank thee.
I now ask the Archangel Michael and his Legions to please remove all inhuman
spirits, negative beings, demonic entities, energies, and influences that may be
attached, affecting, or manipulating myself, my mate, my family, my pets, my
house(s), and properties, and all that I have domain over. Please place them in the
appropriate protected sanctuary or do whatever you deem necessary. I ask this in
the Name of Jesus Christ and through the Power of the Holy spirit and I thank thee.
I now ask all other appropriate Archangels and/or Angels and their legions from
the appropriate realms and counter realms to please remove all negative beings,
entities, energies, and influences that may be attached, affecting, or manipulating
myself, my mate, my family, my pets, my house(s), and properties, and all that I
have domain over. Please place them in the appropriate protected sanctuary or do
whatever you deem necessary. I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through
the Power of the Holy spirit and I thank thee.
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I now ask the Glory Band of Mercy to please remove all Servants of Satanic Forces
and anything else that may be attached, affecting, or manipulating myself, my
mate, my family, my pets, my house(s), and properties, and all that I have domain
over. Please place them in the appropriate protected sanctuary or do whatever you
deem necessary. I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through the Power of the
Holy spirit and I thank thee.
I now ask the Archangel Metatron and His Legions to please remove all Sons of
Darkness and anything else that may be attached, affecting, or manipulating
myself, my mate, my family, my pets, my house(s), and properties, and all that I
have domain over. Please place them in the appropriate protected sanctuary or do
whatever you deem necessary. I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ and through
the Power of the Holy spirit and I thank thee.
I now ask the Blessing of the Holy Spirit to please protect me. Please dissolve and
disperse all remaining fearful, negative, or residual energies; and replace them
with your unlimited light, love, and grace. Please balance and restore my energy
anatomy and auric fields. Please seal and heal all negative psychic holes, vortexes,
channels, rips, and all remaining energetic traumas in my energy body. I ask that
this Blessing and Protection also be given to my mate, my family, my pets, my
house(s), and properties, and all that I have domain over in whatever way deemed
appropriate. I ask this in the Name of Jesus Christ, and I thank thee.
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